APPLICATIONS FOR REGISTRATION OF TRADE MARKS IN NAMIBIA

(Applications accepted in terms of Act No. 48 of 1973)

Any person who has grounds for objection to any of the following trade marks, may, within the prescribed time, lodge Notice of Opposition on form SM6 contained in the Second Schedule to the Trade Marks Rules in Namibia, 1973. The prescribed time is two months after the date of advertisement. This period may on application be extended by the Registrar. Where the Gazette is issued late, the period of opposition will count as from the date of issue and a notice relating thereto will be displayed on the public notice board in the Trade Marks Registry.

Formal opposition should not be lodged until after notice has been given by letter to the applicant for registration so as to afford him an opportunity of withdrawing his application before the expense of preparing the Notice of Opposition is incurred. Failing such notice to the applicant an opponent may not succeed in obtaining an order for costs.

“B” preceding the number indicates Part B of the Trade Mark Register.

Neither the office mentioned hereunder nor Solitaire Press (Pty) Ltd., acting on behalf of the Government of Namibia, guarantee the accuracy of this publication or undertake any responsibility for errors or omissions or their consequences.

M. POGISHO
REGISTRAR OF TRADE MARKS FOR NAMIBIA
2011/1284 in class: Non-alcoholic beverages: beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages in the name of **BOS BRANDS (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED**, (whose legal address is: Unit 205 Fairweather House, 176 Sir Lowry Road, Woodstock, Cape Town, Western Cape, South Africa).

Address for service: **FAIRBRIDGE ARDENE & LAWTON INCORPORATED**, Sixteenth Floor, Main Tower, Standard Bank Centre, Heerengracht, Cape Town 8001.

**FILED:** 28 September 2011

**BOS**

Associated with trade mark number: NA/T/2011/1284

2014/88 in class 9: Television receivers; mobile telephones; digital cameras; portable media players; portable computers; wireless headsets for mobile phones; smart phones and tablet computers; rechargeable batteries; battery chargers; leather cases for mobile phones, smart phones and tablet computers; tablet computers; audio electronic components, namely surround sound systems; digital set-top boxes; DVD players; Lighting emitting diode displays monitors; 3D eye glasses; computers; printers for computers; semiconductors; in the name of **SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO, LTD**, a Korean corporation (whose legal address is 129 Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic Of Korea).

Address for service: **FISHER, QUARMBY & PFEIFER**, Corner of Robert Mugabe & Thorer Street P.O. Box 37, Windhoek.

**FILED:** 30 January 2016

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters “M” and “A” each separately and apart from the mark.

The colours “MAROON” and “BLUE” as depicted on the representation accompanying the application are an essential distinctive feature of the mark.

The blank space appearing in the mark, in use, be occupied only (1) by matter of wholly descriptive or nondistinctive character; or (2) by a Trade mark already registered in the name of the same proprietor in respect of the same goods or services or (3) the blank space will be left vacant.

2011/1283 in class 30: Tea-based beverages and iced tea; coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder: salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments): spices, ice in the name of **BOS BRANDS (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED**, (whose legal address is: Unit 205 Fairweather House, 176 Sir Lowry Road, Woodstock, Cape Town, Western Cape, South Africa).

Address for service: **FAIRBRIDGE ARDENE & LAWTON INCORPORATED**, Sixteenth Floor, Main Tower, Standard Bank Centre, Heerengracht, Cape Town 8001.

**FILED:** 28 September 2011

**BOS**

Associated with trade mark number: NA/T/2011/1284

2006/209 in class 17: Plastic sheeting for Agricultural purposes, in the name of **M & A MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS CC**, (whose legal address is: 37 State House Crescent, Walvis bay, Namibia).

Address for service: **M & A MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS CC**, 37 State House Crescent, P.O. BOX 4094, Walvis Bay.

**FILED:** 4 April 2016

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters “M” and “A” each separately and apart from the mark.

The colours “MAROON” and “BLUE” as depicted on the representation accompanying the application are an essential distinctive feature of the mark.

The blank space appearing in the mark, in use, be occupied only (1) by matter of wholly descriptive or nondistinctive character; or (2) by a Trade mark already registered in the name of the same proprietor in respect of the same goods or services or (3) the blank space will be left vacant.
**INGS (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED**, a Namibian Company of 5 Bahnhof Street, Windhoek, Namibia.

Address for service: VAN DER MERWE-GREEFF ANDIMA INCORPORATED, 28 Church Street, P.O. BOX 2356, Windhoek, Namibia.

**registratio**

**Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “INSURANCE” separately and apart from the mark.**

The colours “GREEN” and “RED” as appearing on the representation of the mark are the distinctive elements of this trade mark.

Associated with trade mark No. 2014/0159

**2014/0157 in class 36: Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs, in the name of ENTREPO HOLDINGS (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, a Namibian Company of 5 Bahnhof Street, Windhoek, Namibia. Address for service: VAN DER MERWE-GREEFF ANDIMA INCORPORATED, 28 Church Street, P.O. BOX 2356, Windhoek, Namibia.**

**FILED: 4 March 2014**

**FINANCE**

**Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “FINANCE” separately and apart from the mark.**

The colours “GREEN” and “RED” as appearing on the representation of the mark are the distinctive elements of this trade mark.

Associated with trade mark No. 2014/0158

**2015/961 in class 6: Metal roofing material; Clip profile, in the name of SMART ROOF CC, a Namibian Close Corporation, (whose legal address is: 21 Nguni Street, Northern Industrial Area, Windhoek, Namibia). Address for service: ENGLING, STRITTER & PARTNERS, 12 Love Street, Windhoek.**

**FILED: 12 June 2015**

**LIFE**

**Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “LIFE” separately and apart from the mark.**

Associated with application NA/T/2015/0960.

**2015/960 in class 6: Metal roofing material; Corrugated profile, in the name of SMART ROOF CC, a Namibian Close Corporation, (whose legal address is: 21 Nguni Street, Northern Industrial Area, Windhoek, Namibia). Address for service: ENGLING, STRITTER & PARTNERS, 12 Love Street, Windhoek.**

**FILED: 12 June 2015**

**GROUP**

**Smart Lock**

**Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “LOCK” separately and apart from the mark**

Associated with application NA/T/2015/0959.

**2015/959 in class 6: Metal roofing material; IBR profile, in the name of SMART ROOF CC, a Namibian Close Corporation, (whose legal address is: 21 Nguni Street, Northern Industrial Area, Windhoek, Namibia). Address for service: ENGLING, STRITTER & PARTNERS, 12 Love Street, Windhoek.**

**FILED: 12 June 2015**
SMART IBR

2013/1517 in class 32: Beer, alcoholic beverages. In the name of NAMIBIA BREWERIES LIMITED, a Namibian company (whose legal address is: 7th Floor, Alexander House, Fidel Castro Street, Windhoek, Namibia).
Address for service: ENGLING, STRITTER & PARTNERS, 12 Love street, Windhoek.

FILED: 2 December 2013

NAMIB GOLD

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “NAMIB” and “GOLD” and separately and apart from mark.

Associated with trademark application number: NA/T/1977/0707

2015/538 in Class 39: Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement, in the name of METROFILE MANAGEMENT SERVICES (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, a South African company, (whose legal address is: 41 Wordsworth Avenue, Senderwood, Johannesburg, South Africa).
Address for service: ENGLING, STRITTER & PARTNERS, 12 Love Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 10 April 2015

METROFILE

2009/90 in class 34: Tobacco; smokers’ articles, matches; snuff, in the name of LEONARD DINGLER PTY LIMITED, a South African company, (whose legal address is: Corner Siding Avenue and Barry Street, Boksburg East, Industrial Sites, Boksburg, South Africa).
Address for service: DM KISCH INC. do CRONJE & CO., 1 Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek.

FILED: 26 January 2009

TAU MOTSOKO

The words “TAU” and “MOTSOKO” mean “LION” and “SMOKE” in Sotho, and the phrase “TAU MOTSOKO” figuratively means “SMOKING LION”.

2015/61 in class 6: Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; portable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores, in the name of GLOBAL ROOFING SOLUTIONS (PTY) LIMITED, (whose legal address is: Tile Road & Paul Smit Street, Anderbolt, 1459, South Africa).
Address for service: DM KISCH INC., c/o CRONJE & CO., 1 Charles Cathral Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 20 January 2015

ZIP-TEK

2010/92 in class 5: Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides; in the name of PHARMA-CHEMIE B.V., a Netherlands company (whose legal address is Swensweg 5, 2031 GA Haarlem, NETHERLANDS).
Address for service: KISCH ASSOCIATES 17 Curie Street, Windhoek West, 9000 Windhoek.

FILED: 1 February 2010

CYBUTOL

2015/151 in class 5: Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; disposable diapers; adult diapers; diaper plastic bags for disposable diapers; babies’ diapers of cellulose or paper; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides, in the name of IMPERIAL MERCANTILE SOLUTIONS DMCC, a company registered in the United Arab Emirates under Registration Number DMCC16203, (whose legal address is: Unit No: R27-18, Reef Tower, Plot No: JLT - PH2-01A Jumeirah Lake Towers, Dubai, U.Arab Emirates).
Address for service: CRONJE & CO, 1 Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek.

FILED: 6 February 2015

SLUMBERZZZ

2014/1599 in class 18: Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal skins, hides, trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery, in the name of INTERNATIONAL COLOURS HK LIMITED, a Hong Kong company, (whose legal address is: Flat / Rm 1601, Bonham Trade Ctr, 50 Bonham Strand, Sheung Wan, Hong-Kong).
Address for service: KISCH ASSOCIATES c/o CRONJE & CO, 1 Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek.

FILED: 26 November 2014

JEKYLL & HIDE

Associated with application NA/T/2014/1600.

2014/1600 in class 25: Clothing, footwear, headgear, in the name of INTERNATIONAL COLOURS HK LIMITED, a Hong Kong company, (whose legal address is: Flat / Rm 1601, Bonham Trade Ctr, 50 Bonham Strand, Sheung Wan, Hong-Kong).
Address for service: KISCH ASSOCIATES c/o CRONJE & CO, 1 Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek.

FILED: 26 November 2014

JEKYLL & HIDE

Associated with application NA/T/2014/1599.
2014/1626 in class 35: Retail store and on-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer, toy, game, playing, clothing, and baby goods; retail department store and on-line retail department store service; gift registry services, in the name of GEOFFREY, LLC, (whose legal address is: One Geoffrey Way, Wayne, NJ 07470, United States of America). Address for service: DM KISCH INC c/o CRONJE & CO., 1 Charles Cathral Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 27 November 2014

The combination of the colours “PURPLE” (Code 518C) and “WHITE” as shown on the representation accompanying the application are an essential and distinctive feature of the mark.

2015/60 in class 9: Spectacles, spectacles lenses, blanks (namely spectacle lenses finished on one side), coated spectacle lenses, phototropic spectacle lenses, filter lenses for spectacles, in the name of RODENSTOCK GMBH, (whose legal address is: Elsenheimerstr. 63, 80687 Munchen, Germany). Address for service: DM KISCH INC c/o CRONJE & CO., 1 Charles Cathral Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 19 January 2015

MULTIGRESSIV

Applicant admits that registration of this trade mark shall not debar other persons from the bona fide descriptive use of the word “PROGRESSIVE” in the ordinary course of trade.

2013/1448 in class 36: Banking services, in the name of EBANK LIMITED, a South African Limited company, (whose legal address is: 1st Floor, Pointbreak Building, c/o Sinclair and Schanzen Road, Windhoek, Namibia). Address for service: KISCH IP c/o CRONJE & CO., 1 Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek.

FILED: 15 November 2013

Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “BANK” separately and apart from the mark.

2013/1141 in class 25: Clothing, footwear, headgear and clothing accessories, in the name of GAP (ITM) INC., (whose legal address is: 2 Folsom Street, San Francisco, California, United States of America). Address for service: KISCH ASSOCIATES c/o CRONJE & CO., 1 Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek.

FILED: 13 January, 2014

FASHION TV

Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the abbreviation “TV” separately and apart from the mark.

2008/153 in class 34: Tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco products, including cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for smoking products, in the name of FASHION TELE SETTLEMENT CORPORATION LIMITED, a Limited Liability Company of 3rd Floor, 207 Regent Street, London, W1B 3HH, United Kingdom. Address for service: CRONJE & CO., 1 Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek.

FILED: 13 January, 2014

FASHION TV

Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the abbreviation “TV” separately and apart from the mark.

2014/0046 in class 38: Television broadcasting, in the name of FASHION TELE SETTLEMENT CORPORATION LIMITED, a Limited Liability Company of 3rd Floor, 207 Regent Street, London, W1B 3HH, United Kingdom. Address for service: CRONJE & CO., 1 Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek.

FILED: 13 January, 2014

FASHION TV

Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the abbreviation “TV” separately and apart from the mark.

2014/270 in class 3: Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; skincare products; bodycare products and toiletries; creams, lotions and sprays to protect against sun damage; aftersun care, in the name of FAZINA PRODUCTS CC, a Close Corporation in South Africa, (whose legal address is: 475 Lythe Avenue, Nancefield Industrial, Gauteng Province, South Africa). Address for service: DM KISCH INC c/o CRONJE & CO., 1 Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek.

FILED: 26 February 2015

ZANA SOFT

Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “SOFT” separately and apart from the mark.

2014/1214 in class 12: Motor vehicles, parts and accessories of motor vehicles; bicycles, parts and accessories of bicycles; two-wheeled motor vehicles, parts and accessories of two-wheeled motor vehicles; railway rolling stock, parts and assemblies of railway rolling stock; mechanical power transmission equipment (for land vehicles), parts and accessories of mechanical power transmission equipment (for land vehicles); brakes (for land vehicles), in the name of AKEBONO BRAKE INDUSTRY CO., LTD, (whose legal address is: 19-5 Nihonbashi, Koamicho, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, Japan). Address for service: KISCH ASSOCIATES c/o CRONJE & CO., 1 Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek.

FILED: 6 October 2014

2014/0046 in class 38: Television broadcasting, in the name of FASHION TELE SETTLEMENT CORPORATION LIMITED, a Limited Liability Company of 3rd Floor, 207 Regent Street, London, W1B 3HH, United Kingdom. Address for service: CRONJE & CO., 1 Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek.

FILED: 13 January, 2014

FASHION TV

Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the abbreviation “TV” separately and apart from the mark.

2008/153 in class 34: Tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco products, including cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for smoking products, in the name of FASHION TELE SETTLEMENT CORPORATION LIMITED, a Limited Liability Company of 3rd Floor, 207 Regent Street, London, W1B 3HH, United Kingdom. Address for service: CRONJE & CO., 1 Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek.
rolling your own cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek; tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes); smokers' articles, including cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, lighters; matches; in the name of PHILIP MORRIS PRODUCTS S.A., a Swiss company of Quai Jeanrenaud 3, CH-2000 Neuchatel, Switzerland.

Address for service: DM KISCH INC., c/o CRONJE & CO., 1 Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, WINDHOEK.

FILED: 7 February 2008

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the phrase “NO. 1” separately and apart from the mark. The descriptive word “cigarette” appearing in the mark may vary in use.

The mark is limited to the colours “GREY”, “RED” and “BLACK”, substantially as shown in the representation affixed to the form of application.

Associated with trade mark No. 1955/3556

2013/1241 in class 6: Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal materials of metal for railway tracks; non. electric cables and wires of common metal; small items of iron and metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; articles of common metals, not included in other classes; ores; junctions, metals, for pipes.

In the name of HYDROSCAND AB, a Swedish Company (whose legal address is: Bogardsvagen 43, 128 06 Skondal, Sweden).

Address for service: CRONJE & CO, 1 Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek.

FILED: 8 October 2013

Associated with trademark application number: NA/T/2013/1243

2013/1243 in class 17 : Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not included in other classes; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not of metal; hoses included in the class; junctions, not of metal, for pipes, tubes and hoses.

In the name of HYDROSCAND AB, a Swedish Company (whose legal address is: Bogardsvagen 43, 128 06 Skondal, Sweden).

Address for service: CRONJE & CO, 1 Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek.

FILED: 8 October 2013

Associated with trademark application number: NA/T/2013/1241

2015/411 in class 32: Beer; ale and porter, mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks, in the name of SEBASTIAAN DANIEL CLOETE, a Namibian citizen, (whose legal address is: C/o Rob and Elsie Street, Hentiesbay, Namibia).

Address for service: CRONJE & CO., 1 Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek.

FILED: 24 March 2015

SKELETON COAST BREWERY

Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “BREWERY” separately and apart from the mark.

2015/152 in class 9: Batteries; dry batteries; vehicle batteries; rechargeable batteries; electrical batteries; solar batteries; chargers for batteries; galvanic batteries, in the name of IMPERIAL MERCANTILE SOLUTIONS DMCC, a company registered in the United Arab Emirates under Registration Number DMCC16203, (whose legal address is: Unit No: R27 - 18, Reef Tower, Plot No: JLT - PH2-O1A Jumeirah Lake Towers, Dubai, United Arab Emirates).

Address for service: CRONJE & CO., 1 Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek.

FILED: 6 February 2015
MAXXXUS

2015/153 in class 21: Household or kitchen utensils and containers; cookware, pots, pans; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; parts, fittings, components and accessories for all the aforementioned goods, in the name of IMPERIAL MERCANTILE SOLUTIONS DMCC, a company registered in the United Arab Emirates under Registration Number DMCC16203, (whose legal address is: Unit No: R27 - 18, Reef Tower, Plot No: JLT - PH2-01A Jumeirah Lake Towers, Dubai, United Arab Emirates).

Address for service: ENSAFRICA | NAMIBIA (Incorporated is: 51 Shetland Road, Jacobs, Kwa Zulu Natal, South Africa).

Address for service: CRONJE & CO, 1 Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek.

FILED: 6 February 2015

DOUGLAS & WHITFIELD

2012/0750 in class 5: Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations and substances, in the name of BIOPROJET PHARMA, a French Company of 9, Rue Rameau, 75002 Paris, France.

Address for service: KISCH ASSOCIATES, do CRONJE & CO, 1 Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek.

FILED: 31 May 2012

HIDRASEC

2015/289 in class 3: Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; pet shampoo and soaps, in the name of MARLTON’S PETS AND PRODUCTS CC, a company incorporated in South Africa, (whose legal address is: 51 Shetland Road, Jacobs, Kwa Zulu Natal, South Africa).

Address for service: ENSAFRICA | NAMIBIA (Incorporated as LorentzAngula Inc), 3rd Floor, Unit 4, Ausspan Plaza, Dr Agostinho Neto Road, Windhoek.

FILED: 6 March 2015

QUALITY YOUR PET DESERVES

Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “QUALITY” separately and apart from the mark.

The descriptive word “PET” will vary in use on the application form.

Associated with application NA/T/2015/291.

2015/291 in class 6: Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; Materials of Metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores; metal bowls; metal collars; metal tags; metal components and accessories for all the aforementioned goods, in the name of MARLTON’S PETS AND PRODUCTS CC, a company incorporated in South Africa, (whose legal address is: 51 Shetland Road, Jacobs, Kwa Zulu Natal, South Africa).

Address for service: ENSAFRICA | NAMIBIA (Incorporated as LorentzAngula Inc), 3rd Floor, Unit 4, Ausspan Plaza, Dr Agostinho Neto Road, Windhoek.

FILED: 6 March 2015

QUALITY YOUR PET DESERVES

Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “QUALITY” separately and apart from the mark.

The descriptive word “PET” will vary in use on the application form.

Associated with application NA/T/2015/292.

2015/292 18: Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; clothing for domestic pets; leather/synthetic leather goods such as collars, bags and goods of the like, in the name of MARLTON’S PETS AND PRODUCTS CC, a company incorporated in South Africa, (whose legal address is: 51 Shetland Road, Jacobs, Kwa Zulu Natal, South Africa).

Address for service: ENSAFRICA | NAMIBIA (Incorporated as LorentzAngula Inc), 3rd Floor, Unit 4, Ausspan Plaza, Dr Agostinho Neto Road, Windhoek.

FILED: 6 March 2015

QUALITY YOUR PET DESERVES
Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “QUALITY” separately and apart from the mark.

The descriptive word “PET” will vary in use on the application form.

Associated with application NA/T/2015/293.

2015/293 in class 20: Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics; pet beds; nesting boxes; kennels; cushions; pillows, in the name of MARLTON’S PETS AND PRODUCTS CC, a company incorporated in South Africa, (whose legal address is: 51 Shetland Road, Jacobs, Kwa Zulu Natal, South Africa). Address for service: ENSAFRICA | NAMIBIA (Incorporated as LorentzAngula Inc), 3rd Floor, Unit 4, Ausspan Plaza, Dr Agostinho Neto Road, Windhoek.

Filed: 6 March 2015

QUALITY YOUR PET DESERVES

Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “QUALITY” separately and apart from the mark.

The descriptive word “PET” will vary in use on the application form.

Associated with application NA/T/2015/294.

2015/294 in class 21: Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); bzu b-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steel wool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; brushes for grooming pets; litter trays; pet feeding dishes; containers for storing pet food, in the name of MARLTON’S PETS AND PRODUCTS CC, a company incorporated in South Africa, (whose legal address is: 51 Shetland Road, Jacobs, Kwa Zulu Natal, South Africa). Address for service: ENSAFRICA | NAMIBIA (Incorporated as LorentzAngula Inc), 3rd Floor, Unit 4, Ausspan Plaza, Dr Agostinho Neto Road, Windhoek.

Filed: 6 March 2015

QUALITY YOUR PET DESERVES

Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “QUALITY” separately and apart from the mark.

The descriptive word “PET” will vary in use on the application form.

Associated with application NA/T/2015/295.

2015/295 in class 24: Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed covers; table covers; bedding for pets, in the name of MARLTON’S PETS AND PRODUCTS CC, a company incorporated in South Africa, (whose legal address is: 51 Shetland Road, Jacobs, Kwa Zulu Natal, South Africa). Address for service: ENSAFRICA | NAMIBIA (Incorporated as LorentzAngula Inc), 3rd Floor, Unit 4, Ausspan Plaza, Dr Agostinho Neto Road, Windhoek.

Filed: 6 March 2015

QUALITY YOUR PET DESERVES

Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “QUALITY” separately and apart from the mark.

The descriptive word “PET” will vary in use on the application form.

Associated with application NA/T/2015/296.

2015/296 in class 28: Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas trees; pet toys and games, in the name of MARLTON’S PETS AND PRODUCTS CC, a company incorporated in South Africa, (whose legal address is: 51 Shetland Road, Jacobs, Kwa Zulu Natal, South Africa). Address for service: ENSAFRICA | NAMIBIA (Incorporated as LorentzAngula Inc), 3rd Floor, Unit 4, Ausspan Plaza, Dr Agostinho Neto Road, Windhoek.

Filed: 6 March 2015

QUALITY YOUR PET DESERVES

Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “QUALITY” separately and apart from the mark.

The descriptive word “PET” will vary in use on the application form.

Associated with application NA/T/2015/289.
2015/372 in class 9: Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; including computer software relating to document automation, workflow solutions, document security, electronic signatures and business intelligence, in the name of E4 STRATEGIC (PTY) LTD, a company incorporated in South Africa, (whose legal address is: 55 6th Road, Hyde Park, Johannesburg, South Africa).
Address for service: ENSAFRICA | NAMIBIA (incorporated as LorentzAngula Inc.), 3rd Floor, Unit 4, Ausspan Plaza, Dr Agostinho Neto Road, Windhoek.

FILED: 17 March 2015

Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “LEGAL” and “STUDIO” and the “LEGAL SCALE” device separately and apart from the mark.
Associated with applications NA/T/2015/373 and NA/T/2015/371.

2015/373 in class 35: Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; offering for sale and the sale of goods in the retail and wholesale trade; including computer software relating to document automation, workflow solutions, document security, electronic signatures and business intelligence, in the name of E4 STRATEGIC (PTY) LTD, a company incorporated in South Africa, (whose legal address is: 55 6th Road, Hyde Park, Johannesburg, South Africa).
Address for service: ENSAFRICA | NAMIBIA (incorporated as LorentzAngula Inc.), 3rd Floor, Unit 4, Ausspan Plaza, Dr Agostinho Neto Road, Windhoek.

FILED: 17 March 2015

Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “LEGAL” and “STUDIO” and the “LEGAL SCALE” device separately and apart from the mark.
Associated with application NA/T/2015/374.

2015/374 in class 37: Installation, repair and maintenance of computer hardware, in the name of E4 STRATEGIC (PTY) LTD, a company incorporated in South Africa, (whose legal address is: 55 6th Road, Hyde Park, Johannesburg, South Africa).
Address for service: ENSAFRICA | NAMIBIA (incorporated as LorentzAngula Inc.), 3rd Floor, Unit 4, Ausspan Plaza, Dr Agostinho Neto Road, Windhoek.

FILED: 17 March 2015

Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “LEGAL” and “STUDIO” and the “LEGAL SCALE” device separately and apart from the mark.
Associated with application NA/T/2015/375.

2015/375 in class 41: Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities, in the name of E4 STRATEGIC (PTY) LTD, a company incorporated in South Africa, (whose legal address is: 55 6th Road, Hyde Park, Johannesburg, South Africa).
Address for service: ENSAFRICA | NAMIBIA (incorporated as LorentzAngula Inc.), 3rd Floor, Unit 4, Ausspan Plaza, Dr Agostinho Neto Road, Windhoek.

FILED: 17 March 2015

Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “LEGAL” and “STUDIO” and the “LEGAL SCALE” device separately and apart from the mark.
Associated with application NA/T/2015/376.

2015/376 in class 42: Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; esign and development of computer hardware and software, in the name of E4 STRATEGIC (PTY) LTD, a company incorporated in South Africa, (whose legal address is: 55 6th Road, Hyde Park, Johannesburg, South Africa).
Address for service: ENSAFRICA | NAMIBIA (incorporated as LorentzAngula Inc.), 3rd Floor, Unit 4, Ausspan Plaza, Dr Agostinho Neto Road, Windhoek.

FILED: 17 March 2015

Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “LEGAL” and “STUDIO” and the “LEGAL SCALE” device separately and apart from the mark.
Associated with application NA/T/2015/377.
Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “LEGAL” and “STUDIO” and the “LEGAL SCALE” device separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with application NA/T/2015/377.

2015/377 in class 45: Legal services; security services for the protection of property and individuals; personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals, in the name of E4 STRATEGIC (PTY) LTD, a company incorporated in South Africa, (whose legal address is: 55 6th Road, Hyde Park, Johannesburg, South Africa).
Address for service: ENSAFRICA | NAMIBIA (incorporated as LorentzAngula Inc.), 3rd Floor, Unit 4, Ausspan Plaza, Dr Agostinho Neto Road, Windhoek.

FILED: 17 March 2015

Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “LEGAL” and “STUDIO” and the “LEGAL SCALE” device separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with application NA/T/2015/372

2008/1562 in class 1: Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving food-stuffs; artificial sweeteners; preparations for smoking and tenderizing meat; products used in foods for gelling and binding; calcium for use with foods; calcium and calcium derivatives; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry, in the name of BIDVEST FOOD INGREDIENTS (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, a South African Company of 4 Bolt Avenue, Montague Gardens, Cape Town, South Africa.
Address for service: ENSAFRICA | NAMIBIA (Incorporated as LorentzAngula Inc), Unit 4, 3rd Floor, Ausspan Plaza, Dr Agostinho Neto Road, Windhoek.

FILED: 21 April 2015

Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “CAR RENTAL” and the “CAR” device separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with application NA/T/2008/752.

2008/1563 in class 39: Transport, packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; automobile and other vehicle rental services; services ancillary and related to all of the afoforegoing, all in class 39, in the name of BID INDUSTRIAL HOLDINGS (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, a company incorporated in South Africa, (whose legal address is: Third Floor, Bidvest House, 18 Crescent Drive, Melrose Arch, Melrose, Johannesburg, Gauteng, South Africa).
Address for service: ENSAFRICA | NAMIBIA (Incorporated as LorentzAngula Inc), Unit 4, 3rd Floor, Ausspan Plaza, Dr Agostinho Neto Road, Windhoek.

FILED: 21 April 2015

Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “CAR RENTAL” and the “CAR” device separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with application NA/T/2008/752.
BIDVEST CAR RENTAL

Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “CAR RENTAL” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with application NA/T/2015/600.

2007/1721 in class 29: Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats; salad dressings; preserves; pickles; soya; soya products, in the name of BIDVEST FOODSERVICE (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, a South African company of 60 Saturn Crescent, Linbro Business Park, Sandton, South Africa.

Address for service: ENSAFRICA | NAMIBIA (incorporated as Lorentz Angula Inc), Unit 4, 3rd Floor, Ausspan Plaza, Dr Agostinho Neto Road, Ausspanplatz, Windhoek.

FILED: 5 September 2007

Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the “DEVICE OF A CHEF” and “A GLOBE” separately and apart from the mark.

2015/803 in class 39: Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; automobile and other vehicle rental services; services ancillary and related to all of the foregoing, all in class 39, in the name of BID INDUSTRIAL HOLDINGS (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, a company incorporated in South Africa, (whose legal address is: Third Floor Bidvest House, 18 Crescent Drive, Melrose Arch, Melrose, Johannesburg, Gauteng, South Africa).

Address for service: ENSAFRICA | NAMIBIA (Incorporated as Lorentz Angula Inc), 3rd Floor, Unit 4, Ausspan Plaza, Dr Agostinho Neto Road, Ausspanplatz, Windhoek.

FILED: 22 May 2015

BECAUSE EVERY MINUTE COUNTS

2015/832 in class 29: Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats, in the name of MEAT CORPORATION OF NAMIBIA, a Namibian corporation established by the Meat Corporation of Namibia Act, 1 of 2001 (whose legal address is: Sheffield Street, Northern Industrial, Windhoek, Namibia).

Address for service: ENSAFRICA | NAMIBIA (Incorporated as Lorentz Angula Inc), 3rd Floor, Unit 4, Ausspan Plaza, Dr Agostinho Neto Road, Ausspanplatz, Windhoek.

FILED: 2 June 2015

TEXAN

2007/1817 in class 3: Soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics; colognes, eau de toilette, perfume body sprays; oils, creams and lotions for the skin; shaving foam, shaving gel, pre-shaving and after-shaving lotions; talcum powder; preparations for the bath and shower; hair lotions; dentifrices; non-medicated mouthwashes; deodorants; antiperspirants for personal use; non-medicated toilet preparations, in the name of UNILEVER PLC, a British company, (whose legal address is: Port Sunlight, Wirral, Merseyside, United Kingdom). Address for service: SPOOR & FISHER c/o H.D. BOSSAU & CO., 49 Feld Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 19 September 2007

The combination of the colours “BROWN”, “GOLD”, “BLACK” as depicted in the representation accompanying the application is an essential and distinctive feature of the mark.

2011/415 in class 35: Advertising and business; services consisting of the registration, transcription, composition, compilation, transmission or systematisation of written communications and registrations as well as the exploitation or compilation of mathematical or statistical data, including in, electronic and computer readable form, in the name of METHEALTH NAMIBIA ADMINISTRATORS, (whose legal address is: Maerua Office Park, Maerua Park, Windhoek, P.O. Box 6559, Windhoek, Namibia).

Address for service: H.D. BOSSAU & CO., 49 Feld Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 7 April 2011

Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “HEALTH”, “HEALTHCARE” and “HAND” device and the term “SMARTCARD” separately and apart from the mark.

The combination of the colours “BLUE”, “ORANGE” and “GREY” as depicted on the representation accompanying the application, is an essential and distinctive element of the mark.


2011/416 in class 36: Insurance and financial; medical aid and health insurance, in the name of METHEALTH NAMIBIA ADMINISTRATORS, (whose legal address is: Maerua Of-
Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “HEALTH”, “HEALTHCARE” and “HAND” device and the term “SMARTCARD” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with application NA/T/2011/0415.

2011/417 in class 35: Advertising and business; services consisting of the registration, transcription, composition, compilation, transmission or systematisation of written communications and registrations as well as the exploitation or compilation of mathematical or statistical data, including in electronic and computer readable form, in the name of **METHEALTH NAMIBIA ADMINISTRATORS**, (whose legal address is: Maerua Office Park, Maerua Park, Windhoek, P.O. Box 6559, Windhoek, Namibia).
Address for service: H.D. BOSSAU & CO., 49 Feld Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 7 April 2011

Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “HEALTH”, “HEALTHCARE” and “HAND” device and the term “SMARTCARD” separately and apart from the mark.


2011/418 in class 35: Advertising and business; services consisting of the registration, transcription, composition, compilation, transmission or systematisation of written communications and registrations as well as the exploitation or compilation of mathematical or statistical data, including in electronic and computer readable form, in the name of **METHEALTH NAMIBIA ADMINISTRATORS**, (whose legal address is: Maerua Office Park, Maerua Park, Windhoek, P.O. Box 6559, Windhoek, Namibia).
Address for service: H.D. BOSSAU & CO., 49 Feld Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 7 April 2011

Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “HEALTH”, “HEALTHCARE” and “HAND” device and the term “SMARTCARD” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with application NA/T/2011/0419.

2011/419 in class 36: Insurance and financial; medical aid and health insurance, in the name of **METHEALTH NAMIBIA ADMINISTRATORS**, (whose legal address is: Maerua Office Park, Maerua Park, Windhoek, P.O. Box 6559, Windhoek, Namibia).
Address for service: H.D. BOSSAU & CO., 49 Feld Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 7 April 2011

**METHEALTH**

Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “HEALTH” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with application NA/T/2011/420.

2011/420 in class 36: Insurance and financial; medical aid and health insurance, in the name of **METHEALTH NAMIBIA ADMINISTRATORS**, (whose legal address is: Maerua Office Park, Maerua Park, Windhoek, P.O. Box 6559, Windhoek, Namibia).
Address for service: H.D. BOSSAU & CO., 49 Feld Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 7 April 2011

**METHEALTH**

Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “HEALTH” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with application NA/T/2011/419.

2011/1642 in class 39: Transport services of all kinds and descriptions; packaging and storage of goods, warehousing services; travel arrangements; delivery services of all kinds and descriptions including but not limited to electronic delivery services by means of a global computer network; electronic storage of data; rental of pallets; services ancillary and related to all the a foregoing. In the name of **KAAP AGRI LIMITED**, a company incorporated under the laws of South Africa.
(whose legal address is: 65 Voortrekker Road, Malmesbury, 7300, South Africa).
Address for service: WERKSMANNS ATTORNEYS c/o H.D. BOSSAU & CO, 49 Feld Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 15 December 2011

AGRILOG
Associated with trademark application number: NA/T/2011/1641

2015/29 in class 9: Electronic, electrical and telecommunication apparatus, systems, devices and instruments of all kinds; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers; recording discs data processing equipment; scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; compact discs, DVDs and other recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, computer hardware and software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; electronic database of information recorded on computer media; electronic publications; electronic notice boards; parts, components, fittings and accessories for all of the foregoing, in the name of VENGA-MATE (PTY) LIMITED, a Company incorporated in South Africa, (whose legal address is: Rademeyer Wesson, Tygerforum A, 2nd Floor, 53 Willie Van Schoor Avenue, Tyger Valley, 7530, Western Cape, South Africa).
Address for service: H.D. BOSSAU & CO., 49 Feld Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 January 2015

LIONO

2014/168 in class 9: Downloadable electronic and digital publications and documents; apparatus for recording, storage, reproduction r transmission of sound, data or images, magnetic data carriers, recording-discs and other electronic storage media, pre-recorded CD’s, DVD’s and other electronic storage media; instructional and teaching apparatus; websites; computer hardware, computer software and computer programmes. In the name of BIDER INDUSTRIAL HOLDINGS (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, (a company incorporated in South Africa), (whose legal address is: Third Floor Bidvest House, 18 Crescent Drive, Melrose Arch, Melrose, Johannesburg, Gauteng, South Africa). Address for service: H.D. BOSSAU & CO., 49 Feld Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 24 February 2014

HORTORS

2013/048 in class 35: Advertising and marketing services, import and export services, wholesale and retail services. In the name of BESTER FEED & GRAIN (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, (a company incorporated in South Africa), (whose legal address is: Platinum Square, 20 Techno Drive, Technopark, Stellenbosch, 7600, Cape Town, South Africa). Address for service: H.D. BOSSAU & CO., 49 Feld Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 25 July 2013

Associated with trademark application number: NA/T/2013/0949

2013/949 in class 39: Delivery, moving and storage of goods; providing storage facilities for others, rental of storage contain- ers and warehousing services; storage, distribution, pick-up, packing, and shipping of goods; supply chain logistics services. In the name of BIDER INDUSTRIAL HOLDINGS (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, (a company incorporated in South Africa), (whose legal address is: Platinum Square, 20 Techno Drive, Technopark, Stellenbosch, 7600, Cape Town, South Africa).
Address for service: H.D. BOSSAU & CO., 49 Feld Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 25 July 2013

Associated with trademark application number: NA/T/2013/0950

2013/950 in class 42: Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services. In the name of BESTER FEED & GRAIN (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, (a company incorporated in South Africa), (whose legal address is: Platinum Square, 20 Techno Drive, Technopark, Stellenbosch, 7600, Cape Town, South Africa). Address for service: H.D. BOSSAU & CO., 49 Feld Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 25 July 2013

Associated with trademark application number: NA/T/2013/0947

2013/947 in class 31: Animal feed, animal food stuffs and mixed animal feed. In the name of BESTER FEED & GRAIN (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, (a company incorporated in South Africa), (whose legal address is: Platinum Square, 20 Techno Drive Technopark, Stellenbosch, 7600, Cape Town, South Africa). Address for service: H.D. BOSSAU & CO., 49 Feld Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 25 July 2013

The applicant undertakes that in use, the word “BESTER” will not be used as varietal name.

Associated with trademark application number: NA/T/2013/0948

2013/918 in class 36: Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs. In the name of ROAD ACCIDENT FUND, a South African public entity (whose legal address is: 420 Witch-hazel Avenue, Eco Glades 2 Office Park, Centurion, South Africa). Address for service: H.D. BOSSAU & CO., 49 Feld Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 19 July 2013

Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “ROAD ACCIDENT” and “FUND” separately and apart from the mark.

2014/1311 in class 42: Retail, wholesale, marketing and business services in respect of educational products., in the name of EDUCARE CLOSE CORPORATION, a Namibian close corporation with Registration No. CC/2008/0571 (whose legal address is: 5 Auob Street, Eros, Windhoek, Namibia). Address for service: H.D. BOSSAU & CO., 49 Feld Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 October 2014

EDUCARE

Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “CARE”, separately and apart from the mark.

2014/711 in class 42: Wholesale and retail services; dealing with light fittings and electrical appliances of whatever description’, in the name of BEKA LIGHTING (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, a Namibian Company, (whose legal address is: 4 Benz Street, Southern Industrial Area, P.O. Box 5316, Aussspannplatz, Windhoek, Namibia). Address for service: H.D. BOSSAU & CO., 49 Feld Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 7 July 2014

2012/1574 in class 29: Meat;, fish, poultry and game, meat extracts, preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; corn jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats. In the name of PIONEER FOODS (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, (whose legal address is: 32 Market Street, Paarl, 7646, South Africa). Address for service: H.D.BOSSAU & CO, 49 Feld Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 30 October 2012
The applicant undertakes that in use its trade mark will be confined to goods containing or relating to chicken products.

Associated with trademark application numbers: NA/T/2012/1573 and NA/T/2012/1575

2012/1575 in class 31: Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains not included in other classes, live nimals, fresh fruits and vegetables, seeds, natural plants and flowers, foodstuffs for animals, malt. In the name of PIONEER FOODS (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, (whose legal address is: 32 Market Street, Paarl, 7646, South Africa). Address for service: H.D. BOSSAU & CO., 49 Feld Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 30 October 2012

The applicant undertakes that in use its trade mark will be confined to goods containing or relating to chicken products.

Associated with trademark application number NA/T/2012/1576

2009/615 in Class 1: Cement; preservatives, waterproofing and aeration materials and substances of all kinds and descriptions in the class; chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances, adhesives used in industry; carbonates; goods associated with, forming part of or pertaining to all or any of the foregoing; in the name of AFRISAM (SOUTH AFRICA) (PTY) LTD (whose legal address is Cnr 14 th Avenue & Hendrik Potgieter Road, Weltevredenpark, South Africa). Address for service: H.D. BOSSAU & CO., 49 Feld Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 June 2009

Applicant undertakes that the word “CEMENT” may vary in use.

The combination of the colours “RED” and “BLUE” as depicted on the representation accompanying the application is an essential and distinctive feature of the mark.


2013/1566 in Class 25: Clothing, footwear, headgear. In the name of JOHN CRAIG (PTY) LIMITED, (whose legal address is: 36 Stellenberg Road, Parow Industria, 7493, South Africa). Address for service: H.D. BOSSAU & CO., 49 Feld Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 12 December 2013

MARINO MIRELLI